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Abstract Amplitude and frequency modulations are still the most popular modulation tech-
niques in data transmission at telecommunication systems such as radio and television broad-
casting, gsm etc. However, the architectures of these individual systems are totally different.
In this paper, it is shown that a cellular neural network with an opposite—sign template, can
behave either as an amplitude or a frequency modulator. Firstly, a brief information about
these networks is given and then, the amplitude and frequency surfaces of the generated
quasi-sine oscillations are sketched with respect to various values of their cloning templates.
Secondly it is proved that any of these types of modulations can be performed by only varying
the template components without ever changing their structure. Finally a circuit is designed,
simulations are presented and performance of the proposed system is evaluated. The main
contribution of this work is to show that both amplitude and frequency modulations can be
realized under the same architecture with a simple technique, specifically by treating the
input signals as template components.

Keywords Cellular neural networks · Nonlinear differential equations · Amplitude
modulation · Frequency modulation · Circuit design

1 Introduction

1.1 Cellular Neural Networks

Cellular neural network (CNN) is a class of dynamical neural network which was first pro-
posed by Chua and Yang [1] and generally employed in image processing applications [2]. A
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Fig. 1 Block diagram of a CNN neuron.

Fig. 2 PWL activation function.

neuron (Cell) of a CNN can be modeled as seen in Fig. 1. The differential equation describing
the C(i, j) cell in this structure can be written as:

− Ii, j + ẋi, j + xi, j −
∑

A(i, j; k, l) · yk,l

−
∑

B(i, j; k, l) · uk,l = 0 (1)

where xi, j is the “state” of the cell C(i, j) which we will mostly deal throughout the paper;
yk,l is the “output” of its neighbor C(k, l); uk,l is the “input” of C(k, l); A(i, j; k, l) is the
“weight coefficient” between C(i, j) and the output of C(k, l); B(i, j; k, l) is another “weight
coefficient” between C(i, j) and the input of C(k, l); and finally, Ii, j is a “threshold” value
common for all cells. The activation function namely, “Piecewise linear function” (PWL)
shown in Fig. 2 can be written as follows

yi, j = 1

2

(|xi, j + 1| − |xi, j − 1|) (2)

If we consider an Mx N − cell structure and write the above equations in matrix form, we
will have:

ẋ = −x + A ∗ y(x) + B ∗ u + I (3)
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Fig. 3 A CNN with an
opposite-sign template.

The weight coefficient matrices A and B are also called “Cloning template” and “Control
template” respectively. “ * ” is the two-dimensional convolution operator [3]. The “Equi-
librium points” are fixed values of x where the solution of (3) approaches in a stable CNN.
Design process is the computation of A, B matrices and I scalar.

1.2 CNN with an Opposite Sign Template

A “CNN with an opposite sign template” (CNN-OST) proposed by Zou and Nossek [4] is
one of the the simplest CNN structures only consists of two neurons as seen in Fig. 3. The
system contains neither control templates nor threshold.

The nonlinear differential equations written in the matrix form that define the system is
given below:

[
ẋ1

ẋ2

]
= −

[
x1

x2

]
+

[
α −β

β α

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
A

·
[

y(x1)

y(x2)

]
;α > 0;β > 0 (4)

Since A12 = −A21, the matrix is called an “Opposite-sign template”.
The paper is organized as follows: first, the oscillation constraints for the solutions of

(4) are introduced and under these constraints, the amplitude and frequency surfaces of the
oscillations with respect to template components are sketched. Then realizations of amplitude
and frequency modulations inspired from the surfaces are explained. A circuit is proposed
and simulation examples exhibiting the mentioned technique is presented. Finally at the
conclusion section, the advantages and drawbacks of the CNN based AM/FM modulators
are discussed.

2 Amplitude and Frequency Surfaces

2.1 Oscillation Constraint

The variations in the cloning template A, changes the stability of the system. Savacı and
Vanderwelle [5] proved that, the x1 and x2 solutions are oscillations under the following
constraint:

β > α − 1 (5)

The oscillations are quasi-sine shaped because of the nonlinear characteristic of the PWL
activation function.
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Fig. 4 Amplitude and frequency surfaces. a Amplitude surface. b Frequency surface

2.2 Numerical Solution of the Equation System

In literature, there are many works related with the dynamical behaviors of CNNs [6,7].
However in our work, we dealed with the numerical solution to sketch the amplitude and
frequency surfaces as functions of cloning template components α and β. In this process,
the mentioned equations in (4) are numerically solved for various values, which can be
chosen in any range, somehow must satisfy the constraint given in (5). The frequencies of the
oscillations are computed with the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of time domain solution of
the equation system [8]. The two states computed in the solution set have exactly the same
characteristic and waveform however with phase shifts, therefore analyzing a single state
(x1) will be enough [9].

Amplitudes and frequencies of the solutions are evaluated and their surfaces with respect
to the mentioned coefficients are sketched as shown in Fig. 4a, b. The change of amplitudes
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Fig. 5 Change of amplitude and frequency. a Change of amplitude with α for various β values. b Change of
frequency with β for various α values

and frequencies of the oscillations in two dimension are also plotted as functions of various
αs and βs in Fig. 5a, b respectively.

3 Amplitude and Frequency Modulation Behaviors of CNN-OST

The general process of embedding an information signal into a second signal (carrier signal)
is referred to as modulation [10]. In communication systems, there are two common mod-
ulation techniques: amplitude modulation (AM) and frequency modulation (FM). In AM,
the amplitude of the carrier signal is varied according to the changes in amplitude of the
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Fig. 6 Conventional AM and FM signals. a Conventional AM of the information signal in (6) in time and
frequency domains ( fc =1,017 kHz). b Conventional FM of the information signal in (6) in time and frequency
domains( fc =30 MHz).

information signal, as shown in Fig. 6a. On the other hand, in FM, the frequency of the
carrier signal is varied according to the changes in amplitude of the information signal. The
following sinusoidal function can be used to demonstrate AM and FM processes as seen in
the Fig. 6a, b.

α(t), β(t) = 6 + 2 sin(2π f0t) (6)

Here, the information signal’s frequency f0 =10 kHz, having a carrier frequency of
fc =1017 kHz and f0 =1 MHz, with a carrier frequency of fc =30 MHz are chosen for AM
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 7 Block diagrams of the conventional and proposed amplitude and frequency modulators. a Conventional
modulator. b Proposed modulator.

and FM operations respectively. FFT technique can be utilized to show both modulations’
frequency domain behaviors which are presented in the mentioned figures.

In this section it is shown that, a CNN-OST is capable of performing both AM and FM
without any modifications in its topology [11]. By only changing the appropriate template
coefficients, the system will behave either as an AM or an FM, however, two different blocks
are needed in the conventional modulators as shown in Fig. 7a, b. Moreover, no extra carrier
signal besides the information signal is needed in the proposed system, since the CNN-OST
can generate its own oscillations as depicted at Sect. 2.1 which indeed act as the carrier.

3.1 AM with CNN-OST

From the graphics in Figs. 4a and 5a, one can see that, the amplitude linearly increases with
α and is independent from β. Therefore, the variations in this coefficient, will cause a linear
change in the amplitude of the xi, j states. It is clear that, instead of a fixed α value, if a
function is chosen, the mentioned states will be the AM of this function. The matrix form of
the equation that defines this case will be as follows,

[
ẋ1

ẋ2

]
= −

[
x1

x2

]
+

[
α(t) −β

β α(t)

]
·
[

y(x1)

y(x2)

]
(7)

Although the amplitudes are independent from βs, those coefficients can be used to determine
the “Normalized frequency” of the carrier signal which can be chosen from the mesh in Fig.
4b. It is clear that, if modulation signals with higher frequencies are considered, the carrier’
s frequency must be increased by the increment of β or the denormalization factor D, that
will be discussed at Sect. 3.3. As mentioned above, the numerical solution of (7) appears to
be the AM of the signal α(t). This operation is given in Fig. 8a.

3.2 FM with CNN-OST

It can also be seen by the interpretation of the graphics in Figs. 4b and 5b, the frequency
is propotional with β. Therefore, the system will act like a voltage/frequency converter
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Fig. 8 AM and FM operation of
the CNN with an opposite-sign
template. a AM operation of the
CNN with an opposite-sign
template, where α(t) is the input
with constant β. b FM operation
of the CNN with an opposite-sign
template, where β(t) is the input
with constant α

if the β coefficients are applied as voltages. This means, the variations in the mentioned
coefficient will change the frequency of the oscillations. Just like in Sect. 3.1, if a function is
chosen instead of a constant value, the xi, j states will act as the frequency modulated signal.
Therefore, the solution of the below differential equation will be the FM of β(t).

[
ẋ1

ẋ2

]
= −

[
x1

x2

]
+

[
α −β(t)

β(t) α

]
·
[

y(x1)

y(x2)

]
(8)

The offset of β(t) will determine the central normalized frequency for FM as usual. The fixed
α values can be used to set the amplitude of the modulated signal and can be chosen from
the mesh in Fig. 4a. Figure 8b shows the FM portion of the proposed system.

3.3 Operation Ranges and Denormalization

If the mesh in Fig. 4b is analyzed it will be seen that, small values of α will cause a frequency
shift in the amplitude modulated signal. This drawback can be minimized by choosing greater
αs, or by increasing the offset. However, the frequency remains constant for these greater α

values as seen from Fig. 5b preventing a successive FM operation. Nevertheless, αs can be
optimized by trial and error.

Moreover, the maximum value of the αs shouldn’t exceed the βs in any time in order to
satisfy the oscillation condition given in (5). Therefore, the following constraints are essential
for the amplitude and frequency modulations:

AM : max[α(t)] < β + 1;
F M : min[β(t)] > α − 1; (9)

Another feature of the proposed system is that, the operation at any frequency band, which
is only limited by the cut-off frequencies of the components at the CNN circuit, is possible
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Fig. 9 Circuit equivalent of a CNN based amplitude and frequency modulator.

with a denormalization procedure. In order to do that, a denormalization factor D must be
defined. By multiplying the right hand side of the Eqs. (7) and (8) with D, the frequency
will be shifted, without causing any effect to its behavior therefore, the AM and FM of the
signals with much higher frequencies will be possible [12]. The denormalized equations in
matrix form is given below:

[
ẋ1

ẋ2

]
= −

[
D · x1

D · x2

]
+

[
D · α(t) −D · β(t)
D · β(t) D · α(t)

]
·
[

y(x1)

y(x2)

]
(10)

The following 2-step design algorithm can be used for this purpose:
1) Determine the normalized frequencies by interpreting Fig. 4b,
For AM: by choosing the desired value for β,
For FM: by setting the offset value of the information signal β(t),
2) Shift the normalized frequencies to the operation band with the appropriate denormal-

ization factor D.

4 Circuit Equivalent of CNN-OST

One of the major advantages of CNNs is their easy implementations since the architecture
requires small number of cells and weight coefficients. The topology proposed in Fig. 9, in
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which the α and β cloning template components are represented by the conductances of the
voltage controlled current sources at the addition units, is suitable for the realization of the
equation system at (4) [13–15]. The PWL activation function is realized by the diode bridge
clipper at each cell. The Rx − Cx pair represents the dynamic unit.

The node-voltage-equation for the dynamic unit can be written as follows, where vx1 is
the state of this cell, vy1 is its output and vy2 is the output of the neighboring cell.

˙vx1 = 1

Rx Cx
(−vx1 + αvy1 − βvy2) (11)

By choosing appropriate circuit component values, the above becomes the first row in (4). One
can see that the 1

Rx Cx
coefficient is the denormalization factor D. If time dependent functions

α(t) and β(t) are chosen instead of fixed values of α and β, the vx state voltages will act as
the AM and FM outputs. If Rx resistance is assumed to be constant, the below expression
can be employed to determine the Cx capacitance for the desired operation frequency.

Cx = Normalized Frequency

Rx · Desired Operation Frequency
(12)

5 Simulations

Simulations for various scenarios are presented to evaluate the performance of the method.
The function given in (6), with an offset of 6 V and an amplitude of 2 V, having a frequency
of 10 kHz for AM and 1 MHz for FM, is chosen as the information signal for the sake of
comparison of the proposed method with the conventional modulation techniques given in
Fig. 6a, b.

5.1 AM Scenario

For AM, the β value is chosen as 20, corresponding to an approximate carrier frequency of
0.330 Hz for the 6 V offset value of α(t) which is the normalized frequency value for D = 1,
where Rx = 1 �, Cx = 1 F. The denormalization factor D is found as 3081.818 kHz to
make the carrier frequency 1017 kHz, which belongs to one of the medium-wave national
radio broadcasts in Turkey (medium frequency band: MF in radio spectrum), by selecting
the Cx capacitor 0.324 μF and Rx resistor as 1 � according to (12) and the design algorithm
depicted at Sect. 3.3. The above sinusoidal information signal is applied as α(t) and the
circuit simulation results both in time and frequency domains are presented in Fig. 10a, b.

From Fig. 10b, one can see that, because of the quasi-sine shape of the carrier as well as
the frequency shift depicted at Sect. 3.3., there will be side harmonics which don’t exist in
conventional AM operation. However this drawback won’t change the shape of the recovered
signal at the receiver after the demodulation process.

5.2 FM Scenario

It is obvious that, if the information signal’ s frequency is much more less than the carrier
frequency in FM operation, the frequency variations at the modulated signal will be difficult
to observe at time domain. Therefore, selection of an information signal with a frequency of
1 MHz is will be convenient.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 10 AM circuit simulation, when f0 = 10 kHz if the carrier frequency is 1017 kHz. (D = 3081.818 kHz).
a In time domain. b In frequency domain

Now, α is fixed to 2, corresponding to an approximate carrier amplitude of 3 V. The 6 V
offset of the above signal will provide an approximate normalized frequency of 0.425 Hz,
if we simulate the circuit when D = 1 by assuming Rx = 1 � and Cx = 1 F. Then,
D = 70588.235 kHz is introduced to shift the operation frequency to 30 MHz which belongs
to very high frequency (VHF) Band in radio spectrum. In this case, Cx will be found as
14.16 nF from (12), if Rx = 1 �. The time and frequency domain results observed are
sketched at Fig. 11a, b.

The numerical solutions for the Eqs. (7) and (8) for the values given above, which repre-
sents the ideal characteristics of CNN based AM and FM processes are also given in Figs.
12 and 13.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 11 FM Circuit simulation in frequency domain, when f0 = 1 MHz if the carrier frequency is 30 MHz.
(D = 70588.235 kHz). a In time domain. b In frequency domain

5.3 Frequency Allocations

The frequency bands that are allowed for AM seem to be exceeded in praxis [16], however
this is due to high amplitude of the information signal which is chosen to monitor the ampli-
tude and frequency changes effectively in time domain. One can see that, decreasing the
amplitude of the information signal -therefore the amplitude and frequency variations will
be relatively less-; or choosing greater α values -which will reduce the frequency sensitivity
to the amplitude as seen from Fig. 5b, will minimize the interference of the harmonics with
the adjacent channels at broadcast. Nevertheless, this allocations won’t have any sense for
personal communication applications in AM band due to empty channels.
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Fig. 12 CNN based AM simulation in time and frequency domains: numerical solution of (7) when f0 =
10 kHz and with a carrier frequency of 1017 kHz (D = 3081.818 kHz).
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6 Conclusions

In this paper, it is shown that one adaptive system depending on a special architecture is
sufficient to perform both amplitude and frequency modulations. The system depends on the
numerical solution of nonlinear differential equations defining a simple CNN structure called
CNN-OST.

Since a single circuit is employed instead of two individual circuits for two different
modulations, it is clear that the number of components therefore the the cost of the system will
be relatively less. The drawbacks of using a CNN for the modulations is that, the waveform of
the carrier signal is not an exact sinewave because of the effect of PWL activation functions in
the neurons, as well as a possible violations at AM band in praxis. Nevertheless, the proposed
technique is believed to be useful in many applications.
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